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INTRODUCTION

Migration is an important and expensive process
which is applied to surface seismic data at the end of the
processing sequence. As it is the last major process to apply
on the data before passing on for interpretation, final structural
details and amplitudes are brought out and frequencies of
interest are retained by this process. Different kinds of
migration algorithms are available in the industry. Choosing
the right kind of migration can save computer time and
subsequently the cost of processing. This selection enables
the processor to image the subsurface geology more precisely.
Type of migration required on a data is decided by the
geological complexity of the area, but it is also often restricted
by the resources available. Performing Dip Move Out (DMO)
and post stack time or depth migration is a routine processing
sequence in the industry, where input is the stacked data. Post
stack migrations are less expensive, but certainly the output
is less accurate in complicated areas. Pre stack migrations
require high speed machine equipped with huge disk-space
and the run time ranges from days to weeks depending upon
the input data volume. Further it is to emphasize that Pre stack
time migration (PSTM) is less expensive than pre stack depth
migration (PSDM) but can not take care of the thin layer effect,
which can be taken care of by PSDM. More over, PSDM
algorithms handle the lateral velocity variations efficiently.
Prof. Christopher L. Liner (1996) produced a simple schematic
diagram (Fig.-1) showing the appropriate kind of migration
as a function of structure and velocity variation.

In recent years with the availability of faster
computers and large disk storage capability, depth domain
processing are becoming more and more in vogue. Very often
interpretation is carried out on depth migrated data scaled to

Figure 1: Diagram shows appropriate kind of migration as a function
of structure and velocity variation (after Christopher L
Liner, 1996).

time and then specific horizons are depth converted using all
available velocity & well informations.

A comparative study in terms of quality of output,
CPU time, etc., was carried out for deciding the right kind of
migration required for a large number of 2D lines from the
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deep water of Western Offshore, India. These lines are
characterized by large variation in depth of water bottom,
ranging from 200m to 3000m.

In general the seismic data quality is poor towards
the shelf (Arasu et al, 1999) in Western Offshore. Here the
main aim of this project is to study and find a suitable cost
effective imaging procedure without compromising with the
quality.

PROCEDURES AND DISCUSSION

Fig.-2 shows the DMO stack of a typical   E–W line
with complex geological architecture. Seismic events in this
section are not continuous and are not easily interpretable.
Parallel to sub parallel and oblique reflection patterns are not
clearly seen.  The processing flow upto DMO stack and post
stack time migration is shown in Fig.-3.

Figure 2 : DMO stack section of line under investigation.

Figure 3 : Basic Processing Flow.

complicated subsurface geology, as shown in Fig.2, other less
expensive migration procedures may fulfill the requirement.
Here the following migration processes are applied on selected
lines for this study:

• Post Stack Kirchoff’s Time Migration on DMO
• Post Stack Depth Migration
• PSTM (NMO-DMO-Common offset sort-Post Stack

Migration.)
• Pre stack Kirchoff’s Time Migration
• Pre Stack Depth Migration.

Fig.-4 & Fig.-5 shows the output after applying Post
Stack Kirchoff”s Time and Post Stack depth migration on the
DMO stack respectively. According to the concept of zero
offset trace, migration moves the reflection point from its
apparent recording position to its actual reflection positions.
On the stacked time section, migration collapses diffraction
to a single point. These images have improvements over the
DMO stack (Fig. 2). In the Post Stack Depth migrated section
the events have better resolution and discernible structure
definition. It is because the depth migrated algorithms handle
the lateral velocity variation effectively. For a better
understanding of the post stack depth   migration, an output
of this line scaled to time  is shown in Fig 6. The quality by

It is an established fact that for areas having very
complicated geologic structure with variations in the lateral
velocity, post stack depth migration is less effective. However,
pre stack depth migration images this type of sub-surface
geological features more accurately. But for moderately
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Figure 4 : Post Stack Time Migrated Section.

Figure 5 : Post Stack Depth Migrated Section.

Figure 6 : Post Stack Depth Migrated (Scaled to Time).

post stack depth migration is improved drastically at a little
increase in computing cost.

Fig. 7 and Fig 8 show the output  after application of
Prestack Time migration (NMO –DMO - post stack time
migration) and Pre stack Kirchoff ’s time migration
respectively. It is well known that imaging and positioning
problems are intrinsic to time migration. Imaging problem
refers to the inability to focus reflection and have them appear
on the section. Positioning problems refer to errors in locating
reflections in their proper positions, both vertically and
laterally. Pre stack Kirchoff”s imaging handles both imaging
and positioning problems quite efficiently, but at the cost of
computer time. Pre stack time migration ( NMO-DMO-
Common offset sort-post stack migration ) is a better imaging
tool compared to the standard flow of DMO followed by post
stack time migration. In this method after applying NMO
followed by DMO, gathers are sorted to common offset bin.
Then post stack migration is carried out on each offset. This
migrated data is regrouped into CRP section , necessary mute
is applied and the data is stacked.

Pre stack depth migration (PSDM) process was
carried out starting with the initial velocity model generated
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Figure 7 : Pre Stack Time Migrated Section.

from the stacking velocity  after smoothing ( Fig 9). Depth
migrated gathers with this initial velocity model is shown in
Fig 10. It can be observed that the events are not flat indicating
inaccuracy in the velocity model. While PSDM job was run
on selected cdps the velocity model was edited and updated
iteratively.  The velocity model thus obtained was used for
the final run of the PSDM job. The depth migrated gather
after the final run is shown in Fig 11. As the events are
reasonably flat, it can be assumed that the velocity model fits
with the subsurface geology. The final velocity model with
an overlay with seismic section was shown in Fig 12. An output
after applying PSDM on the same line under study is shown
in Fig 13. In PSDM section, parallel to sub parallel and oblique
reflection patterns are very distinct which is not so in any of
the post Stack migrated and pre stack time migrated sections.
It is obvious that the PSDM section displayed in depth is giving
better imaging and more plausible geological structure than
PSTM section. For a direct comparison the PSDM output
scaled to time is shown in Fig.14 and were compared with the
PSTM and pre stack Kirchoff’s migration outputs. It was

Figure 8 : Pre Stack Kirchoff Time Migrated Section.

observed that the subsurface image generated by the PSDM
is certainly the most superior one and the pre stack Kirchoff’s
time migration is better than the PSTM. The output of pre
stack depth migration scaled to time is much better in
continuity of events. More over, parallel to sub parallel and
oblique reflections are very clearly visible than  pre stack time
migration. But it takes a lot of computer time to get the output.
A comparative study with 1500 cdps having 48 fold, 2ms
sampling interval and 6 sec. data has been carried out to
understand as to which migration algorithms is more
economical:

DMO & Post stack time migration : 10,938 sec.
PSTM ( NMO-DMO-Common
offset sort- post stack migration ) : 4,273 sec.
Pre stack Kirchoff’s Time Migration : 15,294 sec.
Pre stack Depth Migration : 25,923 sec.

Considering both the cost and quality of the
processing now one can decide which migration is to be
performed for processing all the lines covering the entire area.
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Figure 9 : Velocity Model Generated from Stacking Velocity.

Figure 10 : Depth Migrated Gather with initial velocity Model.

Figure 11 : Depth Migrated Gather with Final Velocity Model.

Figure 12 : Final Velocity Field used for Depth Migration with an
overlay of a Seismic Section.
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Figure 13 : Pre Stack Depth Migrated Section.
Figure 14 : Pre Stack Depth Migrated (Scaled to Time) Section.

CONCLUSION

Very few wells are  available in the area but none of
the wells fall on the line under study. As a result it was not
possible to carryout proper depth validation after processing.
PSDM and PSDM scaled to time has yielded superior outputs.
And also the pre stack Kirchoff’s time imaging algorithm
produces very good results. But pre stack migration (NMO -
DMO - post stack migration ) quality is very much comparable
and even better than DMO followed by the post stack
migration. More over the main advantage of this method is
the lesser computer time. In the structurally complicated area
post stack migrations  are not very useful but   PSTM (NMO–
DMO–post stack mig.) has   improved  the resolution of lateral
truncation and sequence variation of seismic data.  As can be
seen from the comparative computer time requirement PSTM
(NMO–DMO - post stack mig.) is significantly less expensive
and provides comparable outputs.  Therefore, for a prospect
covered with huge number of 2D lines which migration
technique would be the right to choose? As was said by Samuel
H .Gray (1997) – “Use the most advanced imaging technology
that the play needs technically and can support economically”.

Therefore, it would be appropriate to carryout pre
stack time migration instead of conventional DMO/stack and

post stack migration or the other expensive pre stack
migrations depending on the complexities of the subsurface
geology.
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